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It is about time that someone produced an online reference tool for the study of cognitive
science.
This review will focus on the ‘Linguistics and Language’ domain, one of the six
domains classified, in The MIT Encyclopedia of the Cognitive Sciences (MITECS).
The other domains are ‘computational intelligence’, ‘culture, cognition, and evolution’,
‘neuroscience’, ‘philosophy’ and ‘psychology’.
The ‘Linguistics and Language’ domain of MITECS contains 78 topic-organized
articles, all of which are written by world-leading linguists. As far as linguistics is
concerned, it is the first and the only comprehensive reference available online, and is
definitely worth a look.
It is also the first of its kind in linguistics to fill a gap between a ‘dictionary’ type
reference manual, with just descriptive terms/definitions, and a lengthy ‘handbook’ type
manual that focuses only on a specific concentration in the field. Each article is concise,
clear and contains good examples.
There are websites for linguists. For instance, linguist.org (www.linguist.org) is for lin-
guists in general, and The ACL NLP/CL Universe (http://perun.si.umich.
edu/˜radev/u/db/acl/) is targeted mainly toward computational linguists. Sites like these,
however, offer only lists of links. Moreover, those linked sites normally do not provide
comprehensive references like MITECS does.
There are many more advantages to MITECS online: e-learning, for example. In the
future, more and more people will spend their time online for learning. Upper-level
undergraduate students and graduate students in linguistics will find the introduction by
Gennaro Chierchia to be a very good overview of the field. As you read along, you can
click on underlined key terms and concepts that may be unfamiliar to you. This is far more
convenient than a conventional book, for which more time and patience are required in
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order to search for a term, even if it is found in the same volume: looking it up in the
subject index, finding a page number and searching further on that page until you find an
appropriate section. In MITECS online, however, one click will take you to the target.
This convenience will certainly be appreciated not only by students, but also by
established linguists, who may find MITECS a good starting point for their research
navigation. For other cognitive scientists, MITECS is a great source to check linguistic
concepts that may be of relevance to their work. MITECS is indeed attractive to the broad
audience because of its nature as a reference that thoroughly covers areas in cognitive
science.
One notable downside: MITECS online is available as an abstracts-only version to the
general public. For the fully searchable online version of MITECS, either
(a) your institution/library has to have a site license, or
(b) you must purchase the book (MIT Press, US$149.95), which will give you access to
the online version.
For the online version, improvements can be made to future editions to expand MITECS’
usefulness. For instance, it would be more user-friendly if articles were organized by
themes such as syntax, semantics, etc. Additional links listed in each article are few and in
many cases not impressive. Also, more frequent updates are necessary in order to prevent
dead links—I counted 17 dead or otherwise faulty hyperlinks. For instance, MITECS’
practice of including the author’s email address in a listing is a helpful feature, but can
easily become outdated and should be updated as necessary.
Since linguistic theories are constantly evolving, the articles contained in MITECS also
have to be updated periodically. Minimalism, for example, has diversified drastically over
the last few years. This may not be of great relevance for non-linguists who wish only for an
introduction to the topic. However, linguists, especially those who are interested in syntax,
may want to know how minimalism has evolved and what leading scholars are writing
about this topic. As an online reference tool, MITECS may remain especially strong due
to the ease and speed with which entries can be updated, and will be in its best form when
this strength is utilized.
Another advantage over other reference materials is MITECS’ search tool. If you see
a Dutch example in an article, for instance, it is helpful to be able to retrieve a set of the
same kind of data in many different languages. These cross-linguistic variation examples
are extremely useful, and they may be able to generate possible future research projects for
linguists as well as for those who are actively involved within an area of cognitive science.
As is stated in its introduction, an aim of MITECS is to ‘house a growing collection
of links to other cognitive science resources on the web, thus creating a core reference
resource for the extended community’. It is certainly wonderful to see relatively new topics
in the linguistics domain of MITECS, such as Minimalism or sign language linguistics. An
interdisciplinary reference like MITECS is unquestionably a positive asset, not only to
linguists but also to cognitive scientists, as well as to those who are simply interested in
linguistics and language.
